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Abstract
Detecting offensive content in internet memes is challenging as it needs additional contextual knowledge. While previous
works have only focused on detecting offensive memes, classifying them further into implicit and explicit categories depending
on their severity is still a challenging and underexplored area. In this work, we present an end-to-end multitask model for
addressing this challenge by empirically investigating two correlated tasks simultaneously: (i) offensive meme detection and
(ii) explicit-implicit offensive meme detection by leveraging the two self-supervised pre-trained models. The first pre-trained
model, referred to as the “knowledge encoder," incorporates contextual knowledge of the meme. On the other hand, the
second model, referred to as the “fine-grained information encoder", is trained to understand the obscure psycho-linguistic
information of the meme. Our proposed model utilizes contrastive learning to integrate these two pre-trained models, resulting
in a more comprehensive understanding of the meme and its potential for offensiveness. To support our approach, we
create a large-scale dataset, CM-Off-Meme, as there is no publicly available such dataset for the code-mixed Hindi-English
(Hinglish) domain. Empirical evaluation, including both qualitative and quantitative analysis, on the CM-Off-Meme dataset
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model in terms of cross-domain generalization. The sample dataset and
codes are available at this link: https://www.iitp.ac.in/~ai-nlp-ml/resources.html as well as at our GitHub repository:
https://github.com/Gitanjali1801/CM_MEMES.git.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the proliferation of memes on social
media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
has gained significant attention due to their widespread
influence and potential to shape public discourse (Hos-
sain et al., 2022a; Rijhwani et al., 2017; Sharma et al.,
2020, 2022a; Suryawanshi et al., 2020). Despite be-
ing humorous, many memes use sarcasm and dark
humor to promote societal harm (Kiela et al., 2020;
Kirk et al., 2021; Kumari et al., 2021). Meme analy-
sis, is, therefore, essential for detecting offensive con-
tent (Akhtar et al., 2022), analyzing psychological re-
sponses, etc. But, detecting offensiveness in memes
is particularly challenging by automated models due
to the relatively weak correlation between their textual
and visual modalities, exacerbated by contextual com-
plexities, subculture, and subjectivity (Sharma et al.,
2020; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2023; Kirk et al., 2021).
While prior research (although not large in number) has
mostly focused on finding offensive memes, classify-
ing them further into explicit1 and implicit offensive
categories based on their severity remains a difficult
and understudied problem. We hypothesize in this re-
search that offensive memes might be both explicit and
implicit. While detecting explicit offensive memes is
easier due to the presence of slur words and/or visual

*These authors contributed equally to this work
1WARNING: This paper contains meme samples that are

offensive in nature.

cues that frequently indicate profanity (Refer to meme
samples (a) and (b) in Figure 1), detecting an implicitly
offensive meme is challenging due to the need for the
presence of confounding variables such as Background
context of the meme, mental state of the meme creator
(Refer to meme samples (c) and (d) in Figure 12). Fig-
ure 1 (e) shows an example of an implicit offensive
meme that says, “The world thinks Person XYZ de-
feated Congress, they don’t know me.", which is not
easy to detect. The meme lacks explicit elements in its
text and image that would aid our model in recognizing
its offensiveness. However, the meme creator’s men-
tal state, as indicated by negative sentiment, negative
emotion, and the use of sarcasm, enhance the context
of the meme to “ridicule a political leader." When in-
corporating this additional information, our model cor-
rectly identifies this meme as implicitly offensive.

Our proposed work is motivated by the aforemen-
tioned discussion, where we adopted two-phase train-
ing of the proposed model. The first phase, known
as pre-training, equips a Fine-grained Encoder (FE)
to capture fine-grained details like sarcasm, emotions,
and sentiment within memes while enabling a Knowl-
edge Encoder (KE) to gain a deeper understanding
of meme ground truths. Subsequently, in the sec-
ond phase, we introduce a multi-task classifier that
leverages the learned representations from these pre-
trained encoders. We jointly incorporate supervised

2Better image visibility through zooming throughout the
paper.

https://www.iitp.ac.in/~ai-nlp-ml/resources.html
https://github.com/Gitanjali1801/CM_MEMES.git
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Figure 1: A few sample memes from our dataset for illustration of different types of offensive memes.

contrastive learning (SCL) and cross-entropy loss to
optimize the training process further. These enhance-
ments significantly bring instances of the same class
closer in the semantic space and elevate the precision
of our training methodology. In addition to this ap-
proach, we create a novel dataset of Code-Mixed Hindi-
English (Hinglish) memes for four domains (i.e., polit-
ical, religious, racist, and sexist). To assess the gen-
eralization capability of our model, we use leave-one-
out cross-validation of domains and provide empirical
evaluation results. The main contributions of this pa-
per are as follows: (i) Dataset: A novel multimodal
Hinglish dataset for identifying offensiveness in online
memes, referred to as “CM-Off-Meme" (Code-Mixed
Hindi-English Offensive Meme). (ii) Model: We intro-
duce an end-to-end multitasking model, say “MKE

FE ",
that effectively employs two pre-trained encoder mod-
els named (a) knowledge encoder and (b) fine-grained
information encoder using supervised contrastive learn-
ing (CSL) to identify offensive memes and explicit and
implicit offensive memes simultaneously. (iii) Analy-
sis: Through an extensive empirical study conducted
on the CM-Off-Meme dataset, we illustrate the effec-
tiveness of our MKE

FE model, with a focus on implicit
offensive memes relative to baseline models.

2. Related Work

Hateful content detection. There has been quite a sig-
nificant volume of prior research existing in the Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) community that fo-
cuses on detecting offensiveness, cyberbullying, hate
speech, etc. in social media posts (Waseem and Hovy,
2016; Van Hee et al., 2018; Chatzakou et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 2012). There have
been prior works (Wiegand, 2019; Kumar et al., 2018;
Zampieri et al., 2019; Rosenthal et al., 2021) that fo-
cused on creating corpus and evaluation benchmarks
for hate speech and offensiveness detection, but these
are predominant in the English language. To address
the challenge of predicting offensiveness in visual con-
tent only, a few attempts have also been made in the
past few years (Duan et al., 2001; Fleck et al., 1996;
Ganguly et al., 2017; Gandhi et al., 2019; Deselaers
et al., 2008; Bosson et al., 2002; Gupta et al., 2022; Hu
et al., 2007).
Multi-modality. Though most of the existing prior re-
search on offensive content detection has primarily fo-

cused on the unimodal data (mainly on text only), incor-
porating multimodality (text with image), on the other
hand, is still a work in progress (He et al., 2016; Hu
and Flaxman, 2018; Sabat et al., 2019; Kumar et al.,
2018; Tran and Cambria, 2018). The proliferation of
memes and their expansion has recently attracted re-
search on meme analysis. As a result, a few efforts have
been put into meme analysis, such as focusing on hate-
ful/offensive meme identification, etc. (Sharma et al.,
2020; Kiela et al., 2020; Suryawanshi et al., 2020).
Code-mixing. Furthermore, most of the existing works
in offensiveness detection in the code-mixed settings
have been performed on textual data (Kamble and
Joshi, 2018; Bali et al., 2014; Mathur et al., 2018;
Tang et al., 2020; Bohra et al., 2018). Even though
offensive meme identification for code-mixing among
Dravidian languages (Tamil, Malayalam, Bengali, and
Kannada) exists Hossain et al. (2022a), to the best of
our knowledge, there is no publicly available dataset
for English-Hindi (Hinglish) code-mixing. Following
a thorough literature survey, we found no existing work
uses psycho-linguistic aspects like sentiment, sarcasm,
emotions, and the meme’s context to determine offen-
siveness and identify explicit and implicit offenses in
Hinglish memes. This encourages us to work in this
particular domain, and the current is an initial effort to
bridge this research gap.

3. Meme Corpus Creation

3.1. Data collection

we inlined our work with the existing meme analysis
works (Sharma et al., 2020; Pramanick et al., 2021;
Fersini et al., 2022) and used keyword-based searches
to collect the publicly available memes using Google
search3. We collected memes, which include keywords
(c.f. Table 1) prominently used in India for the last
6-7 years for four domains: political, religious, racist,
and sexist. It provided us with a total of 125 unique
and globally popular categories. We finally retain only
around 7K unique memes after removing the duplicates.

3https://download-all-images.mobilefirst.me/

https://download-all-images.mobilefirst.me/
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Political
Odd-even Rule, 2016 JNU incident, De-
monetization, GST, Bihar liquor ban

Religious
Ayodhya dispute ,Fatwa,Beef ban,Hindu-
muslim„Love jihad

Racist
Darkisbeautiful, Anti Hindu, Citizen-
ship Bill, Islamophobia, Intolerance, ar-
ticle370

Sexist
Dowry, LGBTQ, Aurat Azadi March,
metoo, article377, No Acid, fake Femi-
nism

Table 1: Offensive lexicons used to collect offensive
memes

Figure 2: Data collection procedure

3.2. Annotation process

In establishing our annotation guidelines, we adopted a
similar strategy to (Dimitrov et al., 2021; Bandyopad-
hyay et al., 2023). We divided our data annotation pro-
cess into four phases: (i). Pre-processing and Text edit-
ing, (ii). Dry run, (iii). Final Annotation, and (iv). Con-
solidation. Our annotators, comprising AI profession-
als and linguists, covered a wide age range (20 to 45
years) and had a balanced gender representation. They
were compensated at local rates and were explicitly in-
structed to remain politically and religiously neutral to
ensure objectivity and avoid biases. Furthermore, to ad-
dress bias, we took steps to ensure: i) The selected key-
words include a broad spectrum of politicians, political
organizations, young politicians, extremist groups, and
religions without favoring any specific group/person,
and ii) Annotators were guided to annotate memes
based on the intended message by the social media user
wants to deliver via that meme rather than personal be-
liefs.
Phase 1: Pre-processing and Text editing We man-
ually filtered out (i) noisy memes with unclear back-
grounds, (ii) non-code-mixed Hindi-English memes,
and (iii) non-multi-modal memes. After that, we
extracted the textual part of each meme using an
open source Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
tool: Tesseract4. The OCR errors are manually post-
corrected by the annotators. Finally, we consider 6,967
memes for data annotation. The average meme text
length for the meme samples in our dataset is 25 words
(See the plot in Figure 3. )
Phase 2: Dry run This pilot stage included 200 an-
notated samples, which we annotated by ourselves for
training annotators and quality control. We conducted
a dry run on the same set to clarify label definitions and
guidelines.
Phase 3: Final Annotation Following the dry run
phase, we proceeded with the final annotation stage,
where two annotators annotated each meme. We asked
the annotators to annotate a given meme with the cor-
rect label of each layer as given in the annotation guide-

4github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract

Figure 3: Distributions of the meme text length for the
memes samples in our dataset

lines. After confirming the validity of the meme, we
proceed toward the consolidation phase of the annota-
tion.
Phase 4: Consolidation In this phase, the annotations
from the final annotations are consolidated. This step
was critical for maintaining quality and providing addi-
tional training for the entire team, which we found re-
ally beneficial. In the case of disagreements, we solved
them by agreeing on a common point after many dis-
cussions.

3.3. Annotation guidelines

Based on the context of memes, experts have annotated
each meme with four labels: (i) Level 1: Offensive/non-
offensive,(ii) Level 2: Explicit/implicit offensive, (iii)
Level 3: Fine-grained information, i.e., (a) sarcasm
(yes/no), (b) sentiment (positive, neutral, negative), (c)
five primary emotions (each with yes/no), i.e., anger,
fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. (iv) Level 4: Knowl-
edge Text, i.e., ground truth level explanation for each
meme.
(i) Level 1: Offensive/non-offensive: The offensive
class has two labels: offensive and non-offensive.
Offensive meme: A meme will be categorized as offen-
sive if it either explicitly or implicitly dehumanizes, de-
grades, insults, or attacks any individual or group based
on attributes, such as gender, nationality, sexual orien-
tation, ethnicity, race, skin color, health condition, oth-
erwise non-offensive. To assess inter-rater agreement,
we utilized Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (Pat, 1987), a
statistical metric. We attain a score of 0.7187 for this
label, which shows a decent agreement between the an-
notators.
(ii) Level 2: Explicit/implicit offensive: Offensive
class is further classified into explicit or implicit offen-
sive.
Explicit offensive meme: A meme will be classified as
explicitly offensive if it directly conveys offensiveness
through text or image. For instance, it may exhibit of-
fensiveness towards an individual or group in the image
component or contain abusive language slurs or hints of
offensive vocabularies such as threats, looting, killing,
revenge, or imply a direct verbal assault against an in-
dividual or group (Refer to meme sample (a) and (b) in
Figure 1)"
Implicit offensive meme: On the other hand, some

github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
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memes may be covertly offensive. Although there
are no slurs, negative sentiment-oriented words, or
unpleasant visuals in the meme, if the implicit back-
ground knowledge/ underlying connotations/ implied
meanings are considered, the meme becomes offensive
to a person or a group. Ex: By employing metaphor-
ical words/names like Pappu, chai wala, Shav-Sena,
chowkidar, etc., or indirect references like Andhbhakt,
chamcha for the blind followers of any political party,
etc. (Refer to meme samples (c),(d) and (e) in Figure
1). We also acquire a Cohen’s Kappa coefficient score
of 0.8938 for this label.
(iii) Level 3: Fine-grained information: For the sen-
timent annotation, we annotate each meme based on
the context. We annotate the dataset with three labels
of sentiment as follows: Positive, Neutral, and Nega-
tive. For this level, we obtain Cohen’s Kappa coeffi-
cient score of 0.6321.
Every meme sample is annotated with either one label
of sarcasm: sarcastic or non-sarcastic. We attain a Co-
hen’s Kappa coefficient score of 0.7152 for this label.
For the emotion annotation, each sample in our dataset
is labeled with multiple labels of (at most three emotion
classes, Emo1, Emo2, and Emo3) from the following
primary emotion labels mentioned by Ekman and Cor-
daro (2011): anger, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. For
the emotion labels, the reported Krippendorff’s Alpha
Coefficient (krippendorff, 2011a) stands at 0.6174 in
a multilabel context, which may appear relatively low.
However, prior annotation tasks (Öhman, 2020; Bay-
erl and Paul, 2011; Boland et al., 2013) have demon-
strated that human annotators tend to agree only around
70-80% of the time, even in scenarios with binary or
ternary classification schemes. With an increasing num-
ber of categories, achieving higher agreement becomes
more challenging. Given this, 0.6174 can be regarded
as a strong score for inter-annotator agreement. (iv)
Level 4: Explainable Text: All entities, including
meme text, images, emojis, etc., along with the meme’s
context (Domain/ ground-truth reality), are to be con-
sidered for an appropriate explanation to annotate the
meme for explainable/knowledge text. The minimum
and maximum text length for it is set to a minimum of
5 words to a maximum of 30 words.

Figure 4: Sample dataset to show annotation chal-
lenges

3.3.1. Challenges During Annotations

Due to the obscure nature of memes, our annotators
faced several challenges. The final class was chosen

after agreeing on a common point after many discus-
sions:
(i) Highly Opinionated Memes: Opinion-based
memes from political domains are highly biased as
they appear to be waging a covert campaign against the
other party/leader, but they may not necessarily insult
other political parties or leaders. Therefore, we anno-
tate such memes as non-offensive (c.f. Figure 4(a)).
(ii) Funny emoticons with slur words : Memes
sometimes contain offensive slur words and humorous
emoticons simultaneously, making it challenging for
annotation. For instance, in Figure 4(b), the presence of
harsh slur words alongside humorous emoticons com-
plicates annotation. We annotate such memes as explic-
itly offensive but also recognize the humorous emoti-
con by including “joy" in the emotion category.
(iii) Normalization of slur words: Some social media
users use certain common words humorously, which
has become a societal norm. For example, in Figure
4(c), a meme combines joy with slur words, making
annotation challenging. It is unclear if the intention is
to offend or express joy directly. We labeled memes
non-offensive to align with current social media trends.

3.4. Dataset statistics and comparison with
existing datasets

Our dataset, CM-OFF-Meme, comprises 6,967 anno-
tated memes (c.f. Table 2) and provides a substantial
resource for offensive meme research. It provides sev-
eral unique advantages compared to existing datasets
(c.f. Table 4) with diverse domains (political, religious,
racist, sexist), Hinglish, and multimodal content (text
and images) to examine offensiveness comprehensively
in internet memes.
Out of domain test dataset collection We collected
around 500 in Indian memes from the internet. We
did not follow any particular domain to collect those
memes as done for in-domain memes (c.f. Table 1).
This is done to ensure that the training domains do not
have anything in common with the collected memes.
Further, after collection, two in-house annotators were
used to filter out any memes where the training do-
mains overlap (c.f Table 3 for the statistics of the out-
of-domain dataset).

4. Methodology

We are given a set of meme samples S ∈ {T, I, E},
where each sample Si includes text Ti, Ei in-
cludes meme explanation text and RGB image Ii ∈
R224×224×3. Our goal is to predict the correct label
of each task, i.e., ŷt1 ⊆{offensive, non-offensive} and
ŷt2 ⊆{explicit, implicit} for each Si. The respective
optimizing goal is then to learn the model weights θ
and get the optimum loss L((ŷt1, ŷt2) | Si, θ). The
overall architecture of our proposed model is shown in
Figure 5. The components of our proposed architecture
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Split #Memes Level 1 Level 2 Sentiment Sarcasm Emotions

Offensive Non-offensive Explicit Implict Positive Neutral Negative Yes No Fear Joy Surprise Sadness Anger
Train 6000 4020 1980 2133 1887 961 2092 2947 3431 2569 332 1228 808 2576 410
Test 967 639 328 341 298 126 358 483 571 396 171 278 54 329 481

Table 2: Class wise data distribution of CM-OFF-meme dataset (Here test set is the in-Domain test dataset)

Level 1 #memes Level 2 #memes

Non- offensive 352 implicit 87
Offensive 165 explicit 78

Table 3: Class-wise distribution of out-of-domain test
set

Dataset Domain Language Multimodal Label Statistics

COLD (Deng et al., 2022) Open Chineese - Offensive 37K
HASOC Fire 2020 (Mandl et al., 2021) Open English/German/Hindi - Offensive 3.7K/ 2.3K/ 2.9K
MultiOff (Suryawanshi et al., 2020) U.S. Pre. Ele. English ✓ Offensive 743
Hateful meme (Kiela et al., 2020) Open English ✓ Offensive 10K
HarMeme (Pramanick et al., 2021) Open English ✓ Harmful 3.5K
Memotion Analysis (Sharma et al., 2020) Open English ✓ Offensive 7K
MAMI (Fersini et al., 2022) Misogynous English ✓ Offensive 10K
MUTE (Hossain et al., 2022a) Open CM Eng-Ben ✓ Offensive 4K

CM-OFF-Meme (Ours) P,R,Ra,S Hinglish ✓
Offensive, Explicit/Implicit,

6.9KEmotion, Sarcasm, Sentiment,
Ground-truth Reality

Table 4: Comparison of our dataset with some existing
datasets. Here, 2016 U.S. Pre. Ele.: U.S.Presidential
Election, CM Eng-Ben: Code-Mixed English-Bengali,
Hinglish: Code-Mixed Hindi-English, P,R,Ra,S: Politi-
cal, Religious, Racist and Sexist

are discussed below.

4.1. Feature Extraction Layer

A meme sample Si comprises of meme text Ti =
(ti1 , ti2 , . . . , tik) and meme explanation text Ei =
(ei1 , ei2 , . . . , eil), which are tokenized into sub-word
units and projected into high-dimensional feature vec-
tors, where k and l are the numbers of tokens in the
meme text and explanation text respectively, and image
Ii with regions ri = {ri1 , ri2 , ...., riN }; for rij ∈ RN ,
where N is the number of regions. These are then
fed into a M3P5 (Ni et al., 2020) pre-trained model de-
signed to extract features by understanding text and im-
ages at a semantic level.

fti, fvti = M3P (ti, ri) ; fei, fvei = M3P (ei, ri) ; (1)

4.2. Multimodal Fusion

Our fusion module is based on Multimodal Factorized
Bilinear pooling (MFB) (Yu et al., 2017).
Fusion between textual and visual features: This fu-
sion module is comprised of two trainable weight matri-
ces, W1 and W2. The following projection, followed by
the sum-pooling operation, is performed in this layer.

Mti = SumPool(WT
1 fvti ◦WT

2 fvi(r)) (2)

Mti refers to the multimodal fusion between text and
image.
Fusion between explanation and visual features: An-
other multimodal representation Mei is created by pass-
ing explanation feature (fei) and visual features (fvei)

5https://github.com/microsoft/M3P

to another MFB module.

Mei = SumPool(WT
3 fei ◦WT

4 fvei) (3)

4.3. Backbone Classifier

We use a fully connected layer (FCN)) with softmax
activation, which takes the multimodal representation
(Mti) in Eq 2 as input and outputs class for Task 1 (of-
fensiveness detection), shown in the following Equa-
tion 4:

ŷt1 = P (Yi|Mti,W, b) = softmax(MtiWi + bi) (4)

Gating Mechanism. A non-offensive meme does not
need further classification into corresponding implicit
and explicit offensiveness categories. To address this,
we use a gating mechanism to zero out Mti when Task
1 predicts ‘non-offensive.’ This ensures that Task 2 gra-
dient errors are only propagated for samples predicted
as ‘offensive.’

MMasked
ti = Mask(Mti, ŷt1) (5)

Later, another FCN with softmax activation is
used, which takes (MMasked

ti ) in Eq 5 as in-
put and predicts the specific class of Task 2, i.e.,
P (Yi|MMasked

ti ,Wi, bi) where Wi and bi are the learn-
able weights and biases.:

ŷt2 = softmax(MMasked
ti Wi + bi) (6)

For both Task 1 and Task 2, we use categorical cross
entropy as the loss function:

Ltaski = −
∑

[yti log ŷti + (1− yti) log(1− ŷti)] (7)

The final loss of our backbone multi-task model is com-
puted by Equation 8:

Lclassifier = Ltask1 + Ltask2 (8)

4.4. Pre-trained Encoders

4.4.1. Knowledge Enriched Encoder(KE)

This M3P-based pre-trained encoder predicts fine-
grained information using explanations (Ei) and im-
ages (Ii). It classifies memes into sarcasm, sentiment,
and multi-label emotion classes with task-specific lay-
ers. After training, we freeze the encoder’s multimodal
layers and use it to extract explanation-enriched hidden
representations (hKEi) for memes (Si).

hKEi = {hk0, hk1, ...., hkH} (9)

https://github.com/microsoft/M3P
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Figure 5: Our proposed multitask Model for Offensiveness identification

4.4.2. Fine-grained information Encoder (FE)

Like KE, the fine-grained information encoder model
(FE) also learns to predict fine-grained hidden repre-
sentation, but it takes the meme text (Ti) and an image
(Ii) as input. For a given meme (Si), we obtain another
hidden representation hFEi from our trained FE mod-
ule.

hFEi = {hf 0, hf 1, ...., hfH} (10)

4.5. Context-aware Co-Attention Module

To enhance the awareness of the offensive context in
both encoder representations, we use a co-attention
mechanism between hidden representations from both
encoders and the extracted multimodal representation
(Mti). For a given hidden representation hKE ∈
R(d×H) in Equation 10 and multimodal representation
Mti ∈ R(d×M) in Equation 2, at first we calculate an
affinity matrix A ∈ R(H×M) :

A = tanh (hT
KEWbMti) (11)

Afterward, we calculate the attention maps using the
affinity matrix A in equation 11:

HhKE
= tanh ((WthKE + (WvMti)A);

ahKE = softmax(wT
KEHhKE

)
(12)

Here, Wt,Wv ∈ R(k×d) and wT
KE are weight matrix.

ahKE is the attention probability . After that, we calcu-
late the attentive knowledge enriched representations
hc
KE , which is the weighted sum of hKE feature.

hc
KEi =

N∑
i=1

ahKEhKEi (13)

Similarly, for a given hidden representation hFEi from
the fine-grained encoder and multimodal representation
Mti, we calculate the context-aware fine-grained repre-
sentation vector hc

FEi.

4.6. Network Training

In addition to cross-entropy loss, we incorporate su-
pervised contrastive loss (SCL) to enhance supervised
learning and provide empirical evidence of its effec-
tiveness in learning well-separated and equitable rep-
resentations for each class (Shen et al., 2021; Li et al.,
2023). The context-aware co-attentive representations
from both the encoders (i.e., hc

KEi ,hc
FEi) and multi-

modal representations (Mti) for a given meme (Si) are
assumed to describe similar contexts. These represen-
tations are aligned in the same semantic space to uti-
lize both encoders effectively using CSL during train-
ing time.

LKE = − log
exp

(
sim

(
Mti,h

c
KEi

)
/τ

)∑2N
k=1,[k ̸=i] exp

(
sim

(
Mti,h

c
KEk

)
/τ

)
LFE = − log

exp
(
sim

(
Mti,h

c
FEi

)
/τ

)∑2N
k=1,[k ̸=i] exp

(
sim

(
Mti,h

c
FEk

)
/τ

) (14)

where N is the batch size, and τ is the temperature to
scale the logits.
Now, to minimize the overall loss for the proposed
model, LKE and LFE are combined along with cat-
egorical cross-entropy loss defined in Equation 7 for
each task. L′

taski = Ltaski+LFE+LKE . It makes the
final loss of the proposed classifier as L′

final defined in
the following equation 15:

L
′

final = L
′

task1 + L
′

task2 (15)

4.7. Inference Objective

After training, our model generalizes over test data
without pre-trained encoders. This design maintains
performance without extra computational overhead, us-
ing the same loss as in Equation 8 during inference.
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Model
Modality In-Domain test set Out-of-Domain test set

T I Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2

Acc ↑ F1 ↑ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ Acc ↑ F1 ↑
B

as
el

in
e

S.
B

as
el

in
es

LSTM with Character level encoding (L_Char) ✓ 36.72 33.14 38.73 37.81 25.90 25.12 31.69 34.83
LSTM with FastText (L_FT) (Bojanowski et al., 2016) ✓ 38.91 36.21 34.81 30.83 28.09 28.19 27.77 27.85

m-BERT (Pires et al., 2019) ✓ 49.96 43.41 40.71 38.12 39.14 35.39 33.67 35.14
VGG-19 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015) ✓ 36.77 35.92 38.35 32.71 25.95 27.90 21.73 29.81

ViT (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020) ✓ 50.63 49.02 36.42 34.91 42.01 41.62 29.71 32.32

M
.B

as
el

in
es

Char+VGG ✓ ✓ 49.01 47.38 33.62 32.42 38.19 39.36 26.58 29.44
LSTM+VGG ✓ ✓ 39.15 41.47 40.63 35.61 28.33 33.45 33.59 32.63
mBERT+ViT ✓ ✓ 55.91 50.81 38.18 35.49 39.91 39.90 31.14 33.12

LXMERT (Tan and Bansal, 2019) ✓ ✓ 65.05 39.41 58.41 58.08 57.11 40.01 42.11 33.33
VisualBERT (Li et al., 2019) ✓ ✓ 70.41 69.45 53.58 52.79 64.58 58.82 48.55 27.88

mCLIP (Radford et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ 72.23 65.76 55.28 54.58 39.64 38.41 37.10 26.18
BLIP (Li et al., 2022) ✓ ✓ 67.49 64.23 48.16 44.95 65.82 61.24 63.28 39.44

ALBEF (Li et al., 2021) ✓ ✓ 67.46 62.71 49.21 47.83 49.02 47.90 49.21 36.46

P
ro

po
se

d
&

A
bl

at
io

n

U
.A

bl SUT
KE
FE ✓ 59.21 51.84 48.72 44.62 59.03 51.81 47.93 45.63

SUV
KE
FE ✓ 61.03 55.95 49.94 48.04 53.65 49.60 51.84 42.45

S.
A

bl

M ✓ ✓ 61.35 58.6 56.01 52.03 50.53 50.58 48.97 49.05
SFE ✓ ✓ 71.97 63.11 53.43 54.41 61.15 55.09 46.39 51.43
SKE ✓ ✓ 69.07 66.29 57.74 55.78 58.25 58.27 50.70 52.80

MKE
FE (proposed) ✓ ✓ 70.94 67.11 60.39 60.75 60.12 59.09 53.35 57.77

Table 5: Results for Task 1 and Task 2 of baselines,
variations of the proposed model, shown as Ablation
and the proposed model. Note that each model is
trained following a single-task learning setup. Here,
T: Text, I: Image, Task 1: Offensive/Non-offensive,
Task 2: Explicit/Implicit Offensive,Acc: Accuracy, F1:
Macro F1 score.

Model Modality In-Domain test set Out-of-Domain test set

T I Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2

Acc ↑ F1 ↑ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ Acc ↑ F1 ↑ Acc ↑ F1 ↑

B
as

el
in

es U
.B

as
el

in
es

L_FT ✓ 40.42 38.62 43.72 42.53 38.68 36.64 41.57 41.51
L_Char ✓ 50.63 49.05 47.15 44.61 47.59 47.07 43.83 43.82

m-BERT ✓ 65.92 64.56 46.83 41.74 64.43 62.58 41.03 40.78
VGG-19 ✓ 58.16 49.43 49.43 47.23 56.71 47.45 46.72 46.17
ResNet ✓ 57.49 50.71 52.61 46.13 56.45 48.73 45.17 44.40

ViT ✓ 56.02 51.03 51.03 47.44 54.98 49.30 46.48 45.77

M
.B

as
el

in
es

L_Char+VGG ✓ ✓ 53.41 49.81 49.61 43.11 52.37 47.83 42.15 42.09
L_FT+VGG ✓ ✓ 42.15 48.71 46.41 45.23 41.11 47.73 44.27 44.21
mBERT+ViT ✓ ✓ 70.33 68.83 45.08 45.95 69.29 67.35 43.99 43.93

LXMERT ✓ ✓ 68.45 59.19 46.64 44.90 59.46 37.29 30.88 18.26
VisualBERT ✓ ✓ 67.32 67.03 51.77 46.09 58.39 61.46 61.11 38.66

mCLIP ✓ ✓ 72.12 66.34 54.53 53.88 41.01 40.09 38.67 27.45
BLIP ✓ ✓ 70.26 64.04 48.65 46.98 63.67 60.43 64.64 42.00

ALBEF ✓ ✓ 68.58 62.72 48.69 47.00 41.40 41.05 43.55 29.33

A
bl

at
io

n U
.A

bl UT
KE
FE ✓ 65.73 66.01 59.27 53.91 59.73 58.41 55.93 53.82

UV
KE
FE ✓ 64.92 67.85 54.71 52.78 61.97 59.73 57.47 54.62

M
.A

bl

M ✓ ✓ 68.14 65.25 68.14 58.88 60.42 57.17 58.72 55.35
M−gating ✓ ✓ 70.6 66.79 55.73 52.39 58.8 54.83 51.92 49.95

MFE ✓ ✓ 72.80 69.99 62.46 63.45 66.42 59.63 57.81 57.34
MKE ✓ ✓ 71.76 69.67 69.96 65.83 63.81 57.94 56.54 54.96

MKE
FE (proposed) ✓ ✓ 73.42 70.33 67.25 67.37 68.42 61.38 62.63 60.84

Table 6: Results for Task 1 and Task 2 of baselines,
variations of the proposed model, shown as Ablation
and the proposed model. Note that each model is
trained following multitasking. T: Text, I: Image, Task
1: Offensive/Non-offensive, Task 2: Explicit/Implicit
Offensive, Acc: Accuracy, F1: Macro-F1 score.

5. Experimental setups

5.1. Implementation Details

We evaluate our proposed architecture on our curated
dataset. The optimal hyperparameters for our model
are found using grid search. We chose the same set
of hyperparameters to maintain consistency over all the
experiments performed. We employ M3P with XLM-R
(Conneau et al., 2019) tokenizer, which includes 250K
BPE tokens and covers 100 languages. We use Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate
of 3e-5 , β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ϵ = 10−8 for all
the models. We train the model for 60 epochs with
64 batch sizes and early-stopping callback. A single
NVIDIA Tesla GPU is used to conduct the experiments.
To evaluate the model’s generalization capability, we
employ two types of test sets: (i) In-domain test set, and
(ii) Out-of-domain test set. Details of the distribution of
each test set are given in Table 2 and 3.

6. Results and Analysis

6.1. Model Result and Comparison

Main results. In Table 5 and Table 6, we show the
results of our proposed model MKE

FE and its unimodal
and multimodal variations in single-task learning (STL)
and multitask learning (MTL) scenarios on in-domain
and out-of-domain test sets.
i) Performance of baseline: Multimodal baselines
with MTL consistently perform better compared to uni-
modal and STL baselines for both Task-1 and Task-2
by a margin of 15-17 % F1 score. Notably, the mCLIP-
based model outperformed other baselines in STL and
MTL scenarios for both test sets, forming the founda-
tion for our proposed method.
ii) Performance of the proposed system: The proposed
model (MKE

FE ) performs better compared to the devel-
oped baselines consistently for both Task-1 and Task-2
for the in-domain test set. MKE

FE performs at par Vi-
sualBERT and mBERT+ViT for the out-of-domain test
set. Improvements over the best baselines for the re-
spective tasks are statistically significant (t-test with a
p < 0.05).
Ablations. To test the proposed architecture, we de-
velop unimodal and multimodal variants of our pro-
posed model. i) Unimodal variations: We develop two
unimodal models, i) UT

KE
FE : Here, only the textual part

of the meme is considered, ii) UV
KE
FE : Only visual part

of the meme is considered. Note that unimodal varia-
tions (UT

KE
FE , UV

KE
FE ) perform poorly compared to the

proposed model across in-domain and out-of-domain
test sets for both Task-1 and Task-2. ii) Multimodal
variations: We develop four multimodal variations
of our proposed model: i) M : This is our proposed
model trained without pre-trained encoders (both FE
and KE) and the contrastive loss. ii) M−gating: This
variation is trained without the gating mechanism and
without pre-trained encoders. iii) MFE : This model
is only trained with the fine-grained encoder (FE). iv)
MKE : This model is only trained with the knowledge
encoder (KE). Comparing the performance of the ab-
lation models, MKE

FE stands out as the most effective in
detecting offensive memes in terms of all the matrices.
This can be attributed to its effective utilization of both
the encoders with integrated CSL loss.

6.2. Detailed Result Analysis

6.2.1. Qualitative Analysis with Case Study

Using Figure 6, we qualitatively analyze our proposed
framework through the predictions obtained from dif-
ferent configurations of our proposed model. All the
samples of Figure 6 have the gold label ‘offensive.’ M
classifies In-domain test sample (a) as Non-offensive.
This meme is implicitly offensive despite the absence
of slurs and the existence of a non-offensive image
because it mocks a specific political figure in context.
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This context is correctly recognized by KE and FE,
and our proposed model MKE

FE classifies it as implic-
itly offensive. The only way to classify the in-domain
test sample (b) is by applying both KE and FE. With-
out context (‘India-Pakistan rivalry’) and fine-grained
information (‘Negative sentiment, sarcasm’), it is im-
possible for M to determine whether or not this meme
is offensive.

We also present two out-of-domain test instances in
which our proposed model MKE

FE accurately classifies
an implicitly offensive meme. Its success can be linked
to contextual relevance modeled by KE and the incor-
poration of fine-grained information modeled by FE.
In Figure 7, we present four offensive memes from four
different domains. Due to distinct training and test do-
mains, all of these memes have been wrongly catego-
rized as non-offensive. By including fine-grained in-
formation and context, even if the training and testing
domains are distinct, all of these memes are accurately
labeled as offensive. This demonstrated our proposed
model’s domain generalization capacity.

"Why "{Dil Ka Dariya}" was
washed away

Pakistani's after watching the collapse
of Indian top order. Now, my heart got
cold finally. 

M: Non-Offensive,
MFE: Offensive, implicit

M
KE

 : Offensive, implicit
MFE

KE: Offensive, explicit

M: Non-Offensive, ----
MFE: Non-offensive, ---

M
KE

 : Non-Offensive, ---
MFE

KE: Offensive, implicit

Don't use phone while
playing pubg or else I will kill
you.

Sonakshi: Have you seen
Ramayan?Yes. Who killed
the deer? Salman khan.

M: Non-Offensive, ---
MFE: Offensive, implicit

M
KE

 : Offensive, implicit
MFE

KE: Offensive, implicit

M: Non-Offensive, ---
MFE: Non-offensive,---

M
KE

 : Non-Offensive, ---
MFE

KE: Offensive, implicitPr
ed

ic
tio

ns

(a) (b) (a) (b)

In-domain test samples out-of-domain test samples

Figure 6: Case studies of the proposed model for in-
domain and out-of-domain test sets. For every example
meme, we show its translation at the top.

Today's girls may not be
able to make round
bread, but they make
round balls with hookah
with great enthusiasm.

M: Non-Offensive,
MFE

KE: Offensive

Pr
ed

ic
tio

ns

D2: ReligiousD1: Political D3: Racist D4: Sexist

M: Non-Offensive,
MFE

KE: Offensive
M: Non-Offensive,
MFE

KE: Offensive
M: Non-Offensive,
MFE

KE: Offensive

When South Indians go
into dark:

I have come to remove
poverty, your
grandmother also came
for the same.

He was a Hindu, that's why I
didn't cover the news, if he was
a Muslim, I would have cried
beating my chest so much that
the whole world would have
come to know that someone
has died in India.

Figure 7: Case studies of the proposed model for do-
main generalization. For every example meme, we
show its translation at the top.

6.2.2. Modality Importance

As shown in (Kiela et al., 2021), both textual and visual
modalities act together to decipher the offensiveness of
a meme. To analyze the multimodality’s effectiveness,
we also qualitatively analyzed the prediction from the
unimodal and proposed model.
Failure of textual modality. Left-most meme in Figure
8 (a) is classified as non-offensive by UT

KE
FE . Incor-

porating visual modality (which shows a man with a
knife) along with text in the multimodal model helps it

classify the meme as offensive correctly.
Failure of visual modality. Similarly, in the right-most
meme of Figure 8 (a), UV

KE
FE fails to detect offensive-

ness, whereas MKE
FE model correctly classifies it as

offensive. The text modality provides information on
intent and meaning through keywords, phrases, senti-
ments, emotions, and sarcasm.

Figure 8: Modality Importance (a) Test cases where
unimodal systems (either text-only model UT

KE
FE or

image-only model UV
KE
FE ) fail to correctly predict

whereas proposed multimodal model MKE
FE effectively

predicted the offensive class. Error Analysis (b) Test
cases where proposed multimodal model MKE

FE fails

6.2.3. Domain Generalization

We tested our model’s cross-domain generalizability by
training it on three domains and evaluating it on others,
showing results in Table 7 (Macro-F1-score). As an il-
lustration, the first row of the table illustrates the results
of training the model on domains D1, D3, and D4 and
testing it on a domain D2. Model MKE

FE , with both
KE and FE, consistently outperforms other models
across unseen domains. This highlights our model’s
cross-domain adaptability, which is essential for real-
world applications.

Task 1 Task 2

M MKE
FE MFE MKE M MKE

FE MFE MKE

D1 ∪ D3 ∪ D4 69.99 72.8 70.18 71.34 62.46 67.96 65.73 64.25
D2 ∪ D3 ∪ D4 69.67 71.76 69.96 69.83 63.45 65.83 62.39 63.37
D1 ∪ D4 ∪ D2 68.34 71.62 69.46 72.45 62.46 67.45 62.46 63.45
D1 ∪ D2 ∪ D3 65.54 69.26 67.96 68.83 60.15 66.72 63.81 61.11

Table 7: Generalization over Domains. D1: Political,
D2: Religious, D3: Racist, D4: Sexist domain data
samples (In terms of F1-score)

6.3. Comparison with existing works

The results presented in Table 8 demonstrate the supe-
riority of our proposed model, attributed to its effec-
tive utilization of contextual and fine-grained informa-
tion. Notably, our proposed model MKE

FE outperforms
almost all existing models across all metrics, present-
ing a significant advancement for both the tasks.

6.3.1. Explainability and Diagnostics

Once our MFE
KE model is trained, we use LIME (Lo-

cally Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations) to di-
agnose the model’s prediction (Ribeiro et al., 2016). In
Figure 9, we can see that for both the given test samples,
either certain image regions (e.g., a person’s face) or
specific words in the text which contribute prominently
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Models

In Domain test set Out-of-Domain test set

Acc↑ F1↑ Acc↑ F1↑ Acc↑ F1↑ Acc↑ F1↑

Task 1 Task 2 Task 1 Task 2

Zhou and Chen (2020) 66.53 61.95 46.64 42.83 55.37 52.83 42.05 40.42
Chauhan et al. (2020) 65.38 62.41 44.81 42.91 48.53 42.57 40.61 39.72
Hossain et al. (2022b) 63.93 58.02 42.56 41.75 52.74 49.04 43.64 39.92
Sharma et al. (2022b) (i) 67.94 59.42 56.93 53.32 59.03 56.93 50.62 47.31
Sharma et al. (2022b) (ii) 66.53 57.03 58.82 52.71 62.72 55.84 54.38 50.85
MKE

FE (Ours) 73.42 70.33 67.25 67.37 68.42 61.38 62.63 60.84

Table 8: Comparison of our proposed model with ex-
isting models. Performance improvement in our pro-
posed model is statistically significant wrt all the exist-
ing models (p<0.05)

to the correct prediction significantly influence MFE
KE’s

accurate predictions. In contrast, the baseline M model
struggles to utilize the contextual and fine-grained in-
formation effectively, lacking the ability to recognize
offensive intent.

Rare picture of Salman Khan With his driverHaramkhor Haramkhor...? Naughty bola marathi me Rare picture of Salman Khan With his driverHaramkhor Haramkhor...? Naughty bola marathi me

Lime prediction from
Backbone Model M

Lime prediction from
Backbone Model M

Lime prediction from
Proposed Model MFE

KE

Lime prediction from
Proposed Model MFE

KE

Figure 9: Visualization by LIME for baseline model
M and proposed model MKE

FE .

7. Error Analysis

Despite its high performance, our proposed model
MFE

KE still misclassifies several instances. To gain in-
sight into these errors, we identify key reasons for mis-
classifications by our MFE

KE :
(i) Overgeneralization of a few slur words: Misclas-
sifications of non-offensive memes as offensive due to
overgeneralization of certain humor-related slurs. (c.f.
sample 1, Table 8(b)),
(ii) Lack of common sense knowledge: instances
where the model sometimes fails to reason intuitively
about everyday situations, causing misclassification
(sample 2, Table 8(b)), and
(iii) Model overfitting of contextual knowledge: situa-
tions where the model overfitted and misclassifies non-
offensive memes as offensive by merely the presence
of a few phrases like “Mann ki Baat" (inner thoughts).
(c.f. sample 3 in Table 8(b) ).

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In summary, in this work, we introduce a novel end-to-
end multitasking framework for offensive meme identi-
fication in Hinglish memes. Our proposed framework
leverages memes’ contextual knowledge and psycho-
linguistic aspects using two pre-trained encoders: (i)
knowledge encoder and (ii) fine-grained information
encoder. Subsequently, we use these encoders to cre-
ate a robust classifier with state-of-the-art performance.
We have performed a detailed qualitative evaluation to
show the effectiveness of our approach. In future work,
we plan to investigate ways to incorporate dynamic

contextual knowledge in the meme classification frame-
work in an unsupervised manner, to make the proposed
model more robust and effective.

Limitations

In this paper, we discussed an effective end-to-end
model for offensiveness detection in memes. While
this model includes a novel knowledge encoder and a
fine-grained information encoder, which subsequently
obtains state-of-the-art performance for the newly cre-
ated in-domain and out-of-domain Hinglish dataset,
this work has some limitations. A detailed discussion
of a few limitations is discussed in Section 7. In fu-
ture research, we aim to address this limitation by ex-
ploring ways to improve the model’s understanding of
memes by incorporating more robust common sense
knowledge.

Ethics and Broader Impact

Individual Privacy: Our study used publicly available
memes, adhering to copyright laws and gaining Institu-
tional Review Board (IRB) approval. We plan to make
our code and data accessible for research purposes, sub-
ject to appropriate data agreement procedures, upon
acceptance of our study. In this paper, we protected
individuals’ anonymity by replacing real names with
“Person-XYZ" and anonymized faces in memes.
Biases: Detecting political and religious biases is a
complex research area. Prior annotation studies have
revealed challenges in completely eliminating bias and
subjectivity from the annotation process, even with es-
tablished annotation schemes. We want to clarify that
any biases that may be identified in our dataset are un-
intentional, and we have no intent to harm individu-
als or groups. We have taken steps to ensure that our
data collection is impartial and balanced, addressing
potential political and religious bias concerns. To en-
sure relevance to the Indian context over the past seven
years, we utilized a keyword-based data-collection ap-
proach. We also ensured that the keywords encom-
passed many political organizations, emerging leaders,
extremist groups, and religions without favoring any
specific group. Inlined with (Davidson et al., 2019) in
bias reduction during annotation, we instructed our an-
notators to base their decisions not on personal beliefs
but on the intended message conveyed by the social me-
dia user through each meme.
Misuse Potential: We suggest that researchers be
aware that people could use the dataset we have created
to filter memes unfairly based on their own prejudices
or beliefs. To avoid this scenario, it is crucial to have
human oversight and moderation.
Intended Use: Our dataset is designed to help re-
searchers study offensive memes online. We hope it
will be a valuable resource for researchers who use it
responsibly.
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